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Abstract

Here, we present new radio interferometer beamforming observations of lightning initiation using data from the Low Frequency

Array (LOFAR). We show that the first lightning source in the flash increases exponentially in intensity by two orders of

magnitude in 15 microseconds, while propagating 88 meters away from the initiation location at a constant speed of 4.8 ± 0.1 x

10ˆ6 m/s. A second source replaces the first source at the initiation location, and subsequent propagation of the lightning leader

follows. We interpret the first source to be a rapidly propagating and intensifying positive streamer discharge that subsequently

produces a hot leader channel near the initiation point. How lightning initiates is one of the greatest unsolved problems in the

atmospheric sciences, and these results shed light on this longstanding mystery.
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Key Points:16

• As seen in VHF, the first lightning signal detectable above background increases17

exponentially by two orders of magnitude in 15 µs.18

• Initiation is likely caused by branching streamers with overall constant propaga-19

tion speed of 4.8 ± 0.1 × 106 m/s during the exponential ramp-up phase.20

• Mechanism is similar to narrow-bipolar events, but much weaker in VHF power.21
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Abstract22

Here, we present new radio interferometer beamforming observations of lightning initi-23

ation using data from the Low Frequency Array (LOFAR). We show that the first light-24

ning source in the flash increases exponentially in intensity by two orders of magnitude25

in 15 microseconds, while propagating 88 meters away from the initiation location at a26

constant speed of 4.8±0.1×106 m/s. A second source replaces the first source at the27

initiation location, and subsequent propagation of the lightning leader follows. We in-28

terpret the first source to be a rapidly propagating and intensifying positive streamer29

discharge that subsequently produces a hot leader channel near the initiation point. How30

lightning initiates is one of the greatest unsolved problems in the atmospheric sciences,31

and these results shed light on this longstanding mystery.32

Plain Language Summary33

Introduction34

The basic principle of radio interferometry is that radio signals measured by sep-35

arate antennas from a single source add coherently when adjusted for propagation time36

delays, while pulses from different sources or from random noise add incoherently (Taylor37

et al., 1999). For a lightning source, the combined signals will result in a received power38

approximately proportional to the square of the number of antennas and inversely pro-39

portional to the square of the distance from each antenna to the source. In contrast, sig-40

nals from random noise will result in received power approximately proportional to the41

number of antennas. LOFAR is comprised of thousands of VHF antennas that are dis-42

tributed all over Europe. For lightning studies, antennas are selected from the Nether-43

lands to provide both large and small antenna separations (also known as baselines). The44

combination of the low-noise antennas and long baselines provides outstanding image45

resolution due to the fact that the maximum achievable angular resolution is proportional46

to λ/d, where λ is the wavelength of the radiation and d is the largest baseline length.47

Interferometers previously used to study lightning typically consisted of 3-4 antennas sep-48

arated by a few hundred meters resulting in a resolutions on the order of 1.6◦ azimuth49

and 3.5◦ in elevation with no sensitivity along the radial axis (Tilles et al., 2019). In many50

cases, the algorithm used is closer to a time-of-arrival technique where only the location51

of the peaks are extracted from the result of the cross-correlations (Rison et al., 2016;52

Stock et al., 2014). The LOFAR impulsive imager uses a similar technique to the time-53

of-arrival, but has the advantage of hundreds of antennas and large baselines (Scholten,54

Hare, Dwyer, Sterpka, et al., 2021). As a result, the impulsive imager achieves source55

densities of over 200 sources per millisecond (Scholten, Hare, Dwyer, Sterpka, et al., 2021).56

Within this work and the previous impulsive imager, we achieve angular resolutions up57

to 1 arc second in azimuth and 2 arc seconds in elevation. This results in sub-meter res-58

olution along both the horizontal (azimuth) and elevation axes, while also achieving 559

m resolution along the radial axis. LOFAR beamforming combines hundreds of anten-60

nas and selects baselines of up to 100 kilometers, resulting in images with remarkably61

high signal to noise ratios and resolutions produced with sensitivity below the noise level62

of the galactic background (gb) on individual antennas (Hare et al., 2018; Scholten, Hare,63

Dwyer, Liu, et al., 2021). The gb units are derived from the normalized noise level of64

the galactic and thermal background and represents the sensitivity limit for a single LO-65

FAR antenna. To find the absolute power the antenna response must be taken into ac-66

count, and as it has not been included within this study we use the convenient gb units.67

Results68

On August 9th, 2018, a thunderstorm developed in Western Europe ((KNMI), 2018).69

At 14:14 UTC, a lightning flash initiated 29 km west and 6 km south from the LOFAR70

core at an altitude of about 6 km. A large number of impulsive sources were located with71
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Figure 1. Image of initiation event from 2018 flash. Images are sequential from left (A) to

right (E). The color scale at the bottom shows interferometric beamforming intensity (note that

the scale is different for each image). The black x indicates the location of peak intensity for each

image. The imaging origin begins and ends at 6.1456 km South, 28.5129 km West, and 6.2542

km in altitude from the LOFAR core. The radial direction extends from the LOFAR core to the

image center such that the image plane is perpendicular to the radial axis. The radial distance is

adjusted so that each image contains the source maximum. The time of each image is indicated

in (Figure 2) by the matching labels and corresponding section of the intensity curve.

LOFAR through the impulsive imager (see supplemental figures S4 and S5), with the first72

located source at approximately 22 µs after the low-intensity activity revealed by the beam-73

formed observations (Scholten, Hare, Dwyer, Sterpka, et al., 2021). The impulsive im-74

ager is efficient at locating impulsive or short duration high-intensity pulses. However,75

unlike interferometric beamforming, it is not well suited for identifying features with low76

intensities or broad time structures, both of which are found to occur during initiation77

(Marshall et al., 2014, 2019).78

Figure 1 shows interferometric images of the initiation of the 2018 lightning flash,79

created from radiation in the 30-80 MHz portion of the very high frequency (VHF) band80

on 114 antennas with the longest baseline being 100 km. The intensity peak in the top81

left panel (labeled A) shows the first detected source, representing the initiation of the82

flash and has an intensity of about 0.05 gb. Panel B shows the source moving rapidly83

upward to the right while increasing in intensity. The third panel (C) shows the source84

at peak intensity. In panel D, the source has decreased in intensity while still moving.85

In panel E, the first source vanishes and is replaced by a new source that forms within86

6 m of the initiation location first seen in panel A. Following this, the first impulsive im-87

ager located source develops about 11 m from the first source seen in panel A and de-88

velops into an initial leader in the following millisecond (see supplemental figures S4 and89

S5).90

For the initiation event, all images were generated using pixel sizes of approximately91

16 cm along the horizontal axis, 78 cm on the vertical axis, and 10 m along the radial92

axis. Each image has an integration time of 0.5 µs for all antennas. Note that the shape93

of the images are nontrivial and do not necessarily correspond to the shape of the light-94

ning source; it is product of the layout of the antenna beams. The total distance the source95

traveled from start to end of coherent emission was about 88 m. The distance from the96

start of the initiation event to the the first impulsive imager located source was approx-97

imately 11 m (or about 99 m from the end of the coherent emission).98

For (Figures 2 and 3), the intensity and location of the brightest pixel in each im-99

age integrated over a microsecond was identified. In order to correctly locate the voxel100

with peak intensity, images are also created parallel to the radial axis (not shown). This101

procedure ensures that we are implementing true 3D imaging and improves the accu-102

–3–
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Figure 2. VHF power versus time, showing exponential increase in the power. Plot shows

the source ramp-up for VHF emission prior to the first impulsive imager located lightning source

for the 2018 flash. The blue curve is the source intensity, the red line is an exponential fit. The

green shaded regions identify the sections of the intensity trace that corresponds to the imaging

windows used to produce panels (A)-(E) in (Figure 1).
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racy of locating the source in three dimensions. These data were then used to calculate103

the source ramp-up and velocity as shown in the figures. A fit was then performed on104

both the position versus time and the source intensity vs time.105

The VHF source power displayed in (Figure 2) was averaged over 0.5 µs and cal-106

culated at the location of brightest pixel. The figure demonstrates that the source power107

increased exponentially over a 15.0 µs time period with a 2.7 ± 0.4 µs e-folding time.108

The source power then quickly decreased an order of magnitude over 2 µs while still main-109

taining a constant velocity. Within the following microsecond, a second source was ob-110

served near the location of the initiation point. As the initiation event lasted for more111

that 15 µs, it must have been generated by many independent VHF sources. (da Silva112

& Pasko, 2013; Shi et al., 2016; Petersen et al., 2008).113

The fit in (Figure 3) yielded an overall speed of 4.8 ± 0.1 × 106 m/s. To achieve114

this, the locations of the sources used in calculating the velocity fit are measured to within115

a precision of tens of centimeters along the horizontal and vertical axes. The intensities116

of many of these sources are below the noise level of a single antenna for a lightning event117

approximately 30 km from the LOFAR core. The speed of this event paired with the ramp-118

up rate results in an e-folding length of 13.0 ± 1.9 m. What is particularly surprising119

about (Figures 2 and 3) is that the speed is constant over a two order of magnitude in-120

crease in intensity followed by an order of magnitude drop in intensity. This suggests an121

underlying steady-state process, however it is not clear how one would model the observed122

changes in intensity while also maintaining a constant velocity.123

Discussion124

The sources presented were the first detectable activity of the flash. This was con-125

firmed by checking a 1 km region around the initiation event for a time period of 1 ms126

beforehand. Within the time period before the initiation, we identified only a slightly127

higher than average noise level. However, within 2.5 µs of the initiation event, there was128

an even higher maximum background of about 0.25 gb due to interference from a remote129

flash. There were no sources located in the initiation region of the reported flash at the130

observed baseline level of 0.25 gb for the data affected by the remote flash and no sources131

above the mean background rate of 0.01 gb at any other point in the 1 ms time period.132

The initiation event is seen to exponentially increase in power from observed back-133

ground, followed by propagation away from the initiation point at a velocity on the or-134

der of 106 m/s for nearly one hundred meters. The power then rapidly decreases followed135

by the observation of the first impulsive radio source that later develops into the initial136

leader (Marshall et al., 2019; Stolzenburg et al., 2020). A possible explanation of these137

observations is a streamer avalanche similar to the model originally developed by Grif-138

fiths and Phelps in 1976 (Griffiths & Phelps, 1976). Streamers are ionizing and self-propagating139

discharge processes that can take place in virgin air (Dwyer & Uman, 2014). A streamer140

can be initiated on a hydrometeor, which is any water or ice particle formed in the at-141

mosphere. Since hydrometeors can become polarized, the electric fields near their sur-142

faces can become enhanced, thereby initiating discharges (Shi et al., 2019; Dubinova et143

al., 2015). If the ambient thunderstorm electric field is sufficiently high as it propagates,144

the streamer can branch multiple times, forming an avalanche of streamers while pro-145

ducing VHF radiation (Liu et al., 2012). As the avalanche propagates, it can produce146

significant charge separation and heating, which then results in the formation of a hot147

leader channel (Petersen et al., 2008; Phelps, 1974; Attanasio et al., 2019; Luque & Ebert,148

2014).149

Figure 4 illustrates this interpretation of the LOFAR observations. Starting with150

the left panel in (Figure 4) the initiation starts at (a) with a single positive streamer (b).151

The streamer carries positive charge at its tip and leaves negative charge in its wake. The152
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Figure 3. The above plots show a linear fit to the VHF source position versus time along the

North (top), East (middle), and altitude (bottom) axes for the 2018 flash. The blue lines show

linear fits to the data and the green dots indicate the location of the brightest pixel in each im-

age. The scale on the left shows the distance from the imaging center in (Figure 1). The red dot

and horizontal dashed line indicates location of the impulsive source shown in panel E of (Figure

1).

–6–
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Figure 4. Sketch of proposed initiation process based on observations. The labels A-E in-

dicate the corresponding panels in (Figure 1). Note that while we highlight that streamers are

causing the motion of positive charge upward, this is truly due to electrons moving downward as

ions are massive and do not move much by comparison.

first VHF radiation is produced (c) as a result of the streamer formation. The direction153

of the ambient field is indicated by the green arrow (d). The middle panel shows the de-154

velopment of the streamer avalanche (e) and fast upward propagation as a result of the155

initial streamer growing and splitting multiple times. Note that the widening of the avalanche156

is inferred from increase in image intensity, since work is still needed to clarify how the157

intensity profile of imaged pulses in (Figure 1) relate to physical source shape. The avalanche158

growth results in significant movement of positive charge mostly in an upward direction159

(f) and the production of a much larger VHF signal (g). The last panel on the right shows160

formation of the hot negative leader channel near the start of avalanche (h) due to the161

accumulation of excess negative charge at the tip. Also shown is the impulsive imager162

located sources from the formation of the first lightning leader (i) (Petersen et al., 2008).163

Based on recent results of radio observations, it has been reported that some light-164

ning flashes begin with what are known as a narrow bipolar events (NBEs) (Rison et al.,165

2016). NBEs are highly energetic bipolar waveforms that are detectable in VHF. They166

are believed to be the result of the process of fast breakdown of virgin air or an avalanche167

of streamers that precondition the initiation region to enable lightning initiation (Rison168

et al., 2016; Tilles et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019). NBEs typically have an e-folding length169

between 9 and 32 m and are expected to be the result of particularly powerful discharges170

that are not observed with every lightning flash. Beamforming produces images of ini-171

tiation events with much higher sensitivity and precision than typically reported NBEs172

(Rison et al., 2016). The observations reported in this work share a compatible e-folding173

length, but have an order of magnitude slower propagation speed, more compact avalanche174

region, and are much less powerful than reported NBEs (Rison et al., 2016; Tilles et al.,175

2019). As a result, what we see is likely the more common form of lightning initiation,176

of which we image in unprecedented detail. We show this via a true three-dimensional177

representation of the streamers, their collective trajectory, and the increase in power as178

they propagate during the initiation event.179

A study by Lyu et al (2019) suggested that there were two distinct mechanisms for180

initiation, one that results in NBEs and another characterized by sub-microsecond VHF181

pulses with no identifiable fast breakdown signature (Lyu et al., 2019). With LOFAR,182

we show that these two mechanisms have compatible e-folding lengths, which indicates183

that the underlying electric fields may be similar in magnitude. What differs in our ob-184

servations is the propagation speed and smaller total length of discharge. This suggests185

that the total high field region is shorter, however this also implies that the underlying186

mechanisms are the same. A smaller high field region would result in less of a develop-187

ment of the streamer avalanche and no NBE. For individual streamers, it is known that188

–7–
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they exponentially accelerate and expand outward as they propagate, in addition to ex-189

ponentially increasing in radiative power (Luque & Ebert, 2014; Attanasio et al., 2019).190

Our observations show that for a system of streamers the properties are entirely differ-191

ent, and cannot be explained by a simple superposition of individual streamers. This poses192

a significant challenges to models, as the velocity of the front of the discharge of many193

individual streamers remains constant with radiation increasing exponentially. There must194

be a process which maintains this velocity and growth which has yet to be explained.195

Our data supports the idea that cascading streamers initiate lightning when con-196

ditions are optimal (?, ?). Streamers can increase in number and produce VHF in the197

initiation region, as indicated by the ramp-up in intensity from background to near the198

rate of impulsive imager located sources. The first impulsive sources are observed to ini-199

tiate at the location of the hypothesized streamer inception point. Interferometric beam-200

forming locates these sources, showing this motion on meter scale and the overall increase201

in power of the streamer avalanche as it forms. This process provides a detailed 3D rep-202

resentation of the trajectory and reports an e-folding length that is consistent with pre-203

viously published observations of fast breakdown in narrow bipolar events (NBEs) (Rison204

et al., 2016). Further studies will determine if this is the unique cause of lightning ini-205

tiation, however the results we report here based on observations of lightning with LO-206

FAR in VHF show significant advancement to the understanding of the physical processes207

of initiation through successfully imaging the initial stages of the formation of lightning.208
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Introduction

The LOFAR antennas used in this work are inverted v-type dipoles with two separate

antenna orientations. Figures 1-3 in the main text employed the NW-SE antenna orien-

tation; Figures S1-S3 in this section corroborate measurements with the corresponding

figures using the NE-SW orientation.

The final two images (Figures S4 and S5) indicate the structure of the flash as imaged

through impulsive imaging methods. Note that as a result of the previous, neither Figure

S4 nor Figure S5 show sources from the initiation event.
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Figure S1. Similar to (Figure 1), the imaging origin is located at 6.1456 km West, 28.5129

km North, and 6.2542 km in altitude from the LOFAR core for all images. The time of each

image is indicated by the corresponding section and matching labels in (Figure S2). The image in

panel A is just above the background level and contains other features that may be mistaken for

sources, however we confirmed the marked source as the true source due to consistency between

both polarizations (see Figure 1).

References
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Figure S2. VHF power versus time calculated with data acquired from the NE-SW antenna

orientation. In spite of a total power reduction by nearly a factor of two and the overall duration

0.5 µs shorter than in (Figure 2), an e-folding time of 2.7 ± 0.4 µs is yielded by the ramp-up.
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Figure S3. Corresponding fit for source location versus time for alternate antenna orientation.

While this data has higher scatter for the initial sources, a speed of 4.8 ± 0.1 m/s ×106 is still

produced.
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Figure S4. Figure highlighting the inception and development of the initial leader at approx-

imately t = 1271 ms. The top plot indicates the height vs time in ms. The middle plot shows

height vs Easting. The bottom left shows Easting vs Northing, and the bottom right shows height

vs Northing. Note that the initial downward trajectory indicates that this is a negative leader

and that the upward propagation of the streamer avalanche must result from positive streamers.

For reference, the black ”x” in each image indicates the location of the initiation event.
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Figure S5. For reference, this figure indicates the overall structure of the entire flash. As with

the previous figure the top plot indicates the height vs time in ms. The middle plot shows height

vs Easting. The bottom left shows Easting vs Northing, and the bottom right shows height vs

Northing. The black box indicates the location of the window used for Figure S4 above.
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